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l. Location, Access, Topography 31MiaNE00ei 63.331 BRETHOUR 010

The claim group is located in Lots 3 and 4* Concession 2, Brethour TWp,,
Timiskaming Mining Division. s:l ;:

The property is readily accessible from a dirt road, suitable 
traffic, that follows the second Lot line northerly from the south 
Brethour Twp. to the first concession line. No. 11 fairway nay be reached 
road extending westerly from the south boundary of Brethour Ttfp.

:

The surface of the claim group is flat and swampy except for aa outcrop 
area on claim T-32332. The outcrop area rises to a height of about 100 feet lid 
the top is covered by a mantle of clay. The flat area is covered by a growth Of 
alder, willow, srall spruce and tamarack.

2. Owners^ Claim Numbers,, Survey Data ::

The claims are owned by, and the work was performed for the Dominion.^BaSj^'i? 
Company, 203 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario. .

The property comprises eight claims numbered T-32382 to T-32389
' -

The survey was made by C. G. Macintosh, Kirkland Lake, Ontario, assivted
by R. S. Savage, Swastika, Ontario. . , . . ,- , ,^s?**^

Observations were referred to picket lines, located at 400 foot iftW^illi^ 
and marked by pickets at 100 foot intervals. The picket lines are tied to lot
Concession lines.

3. Table of Formations

Keweenawan

Huronian
Diabase (Nipissing)

Greywacke (Cobalt series) 

Description of rock types.

Diabase - The greater port of the outcrop area is occupied by
diabase. It is medium grained, greenish grey and massive except for Jointing and 7 
a few weak shears. Rusty weathering pyroxene crystals (hypersthene), believed-4d :sf? 
be indicative of the lower part of the sill, were noted In many places* Occasional
grains of pyrite and mafjnetite occur as accessories. ' ' i

greywacke - The lower east edge of the outcrop area Is occupied by 
greywacke. It is mostly coarse grained but there are narrow bands of fine 
finely bedded material. The coarse grained material consists of about 
305? feldspar and 4.0/6 dark coloured materials. The sediments are massive*

*f?*"f
WVrn :Si!
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5. Structure

The greater part of the sediments, where exposed appear to lie about flat 
at one point near the diabase contact a dip of 20* vest is indicated, The diabase 
sill overlies the sediments and appears to dip at low angles* On the Bast side ef 
the outcrop area a remnant of diabase below the main contact indicates a dip of ajboot 
10* East. Jointing on the vest part of the outcrop area indicates a westerly dip vp 
to 200.

Jointing in the diabase comprises two systemsl one with steep dipt} 
another with flatter dips (up to 20*) presumably parallel to the lover eofltaot 
Many of the Joints have curved planes*

6. Summary of work to date

Work performed on the claim group to date this year Includes! 
ground magnetometer surveyj geological survey and an electrical survey*

0. 0. Macintosh

/de
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An electromagnetic survey of eight claims held by tht Dominion Gulf Company 
in Brethour Township, Timiskaming Mining Division, Province of Ontario, was oairitd 
out by a company crew under the supervision of Mr* D. V. Saellit, during tht aonth 
of June, 1952. An outcrop of Nipissing Diabase near the northwestern oorner of this 
claim group suggested the possibility of silver mineralisation in this area, tiailar 
to the silver occurrences in the Cobalt camp a short distance to tht south* In ad 
dition, a magnetic survey of the property had revealed a magnetic anomaly assooiattd 
with the basement rocks underlying the claim group. Sulphide deposits have recently 
been found associated with iron formation in tht Cobalt area. Tht purpott of tht 
survey therefore, was to delineate any silver veins or sulphide deposits undtr over 
burden cover within the claim boundaries*

-'.' ' :y- . r.i

The equipment used was standard vertical coil apparatus* A 16 - foot - dimeter* 
hexagonal transmitting coil was powered by a portable gasoline motor-generator set 
designed to produce a 20 ampere current at 900 oy clee per second. Signals were piokad 
up by a H-inch-diameter receiving coil mounted on a tripod, i timplt tltotronio 
amplifier connected to the receiving coil and a set of earphones amplified tht signal 
for aural detection.

Two separate types of coil configuration were used. In Type "A", tht trans 
mitter was sighted along a picket line, and tht receiving coil was movtd from station 
to station along the picket line, in the plane of the transmitting coil. In Typt *B* 
essentially the same conditions existed* the transmitting coil and tht rtoeiviag coil 
being coplanar, but the picket line being surveyed did not lit in tht plant of tilt 
transmitting coil. Such a system requires that tht transmitter be rotattd about a 
vertical axis before each individual station is read.

Readings were obtained by aligning the horizontal axis of tht rtctiving coil 10 
that it was normal to the electromagnetic field at the station being furvtytd. Tht 
receiving coil was then rotated about this horizontal axis until a null point vat 
obtained in the earphones. Under normal conditions, tht null point is obtaintd Vhtn 
the receiving coil has zero dip. Any variation from stro dip indioatts tht prtstnot 
of anomalous electromagnetic field conditions*

Using survey Type "A", 21 transmitter set-ups were required, 255 stations were 
observed and 42,200 feet of picket lint were covered. Survey Typt "B* rtquirtd 12 
transmitter set-nips, from which 278 stations wert observed on 42.200 ftet of picket 
line. Station spacing was 100 feet along picket lines 400 ftet apart* Sloot taoh 
transmitter location sets up new field conditions, overlap of stations is inherent 
in the method. The data wert sent to Toronto on completion of tht surrty.. vhtrt 
they were processed and interpreted by the Toronto staff of tht Dominion Qulf CoQpany*

w

RESULTS

The primary purpose of an electromagnetic Buriey it to looatt tltotrioally con 
ducting bodies, or horizons, in the bedrock. Whether these conductors art of eoonoaie 
importance, or not, cannot be determined. For a geological formation to bt a con*
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ductor, it is necessary that the formation itself be composed of smaller, inter* ~ 
connected conductive elements* These smaller elements ara generally the metallic 
sulphide mineralsf such as pyrite, pyrrhotite, pentlandite or chalcopyrite, some 
oxides, such as magnetite, or elements, such as graphite (carbon), nativt silver 
or native copper.

If an alternating electromagnetic field is established in the vicinity of 
such a conductor, an alternating electrical current will be generated in the con- 
ductor. Associated with this current 10 a second electromagnetic field* When a 
receiving unit is so placed as to receive signals from both fields, it will measure 
the resultant field due to the primary and secondary fields* The resultant field 
being composed of two rotating vectors, which nay or may not be in tine phase, nay 
itself be regarded as a rotating vector. Thus measurements of the resultant 
rotating vector may be made, in magnitude, direction and sense. In the present 
system used, only the direction of the major axis of the resultant vector is ob 
tained.

A second cause of electromagnetic anomalies, tends to detract from the method 
in zones of high magnetic intensity. It has been noted that strong electromagnetic 
anomalies are often obtained in conjunction with magnetic anomalies of 10,000 gammas 
or more.. It Is believed that in zones of high magnetic susceptibility, the primary 
electromagnetic field will generate an alternating magnetic field in the body of high 
susceptibility. The alternating magnetic field then tends to induce An electric 
current in the receiving apparatus similar to that obtained from a true conductor, , 
This is the principle of the susceptanoe bridge sometimes used to measure magnetic 
susceptibility. With experience it is generally possible to distinguish between the 
two types of anomalies obtained from either cause, conductivity or susceptibility.

The results of the survey are shown on the two naps accompanying this report* 
The only electromagnetic anomalies of interest nay be found in claims T-J2J82 and 
T-32383. These anomalies are somewhat remarkable in that they appear to be reversed* 
That is, in traversing from east to west, weak east dips, followed by strong vest dips, 
and subsequent strong east dips, are encountered* The crossover between strong west 
dips and strong east dips would indicate a conductor lying above the earth1 ! surface, 
Since no overhead power cables or other such conductors are present in this vicinity, 
the reversed crossover cannot be indicative of a simple conductor. Assuming therefore 
that the true trace of the conductor axis is the crossover.between the weak east dipt 
and the strong west dips, an arcuate conductor is obtained, which appears intent upon 
enclosing a somewhat elliptical area of which only the southeastern quadrant is 
covered by the claim block.

The weak east dips, followed by the strong west dipt on the eastern side of tht 
ellipse suggests that the conductor is dipping to the east at this point, while tht 
strong east dips near the western boundary of the claims nay indicate that tht western 
portion of the conductor is dipping to the west. Occupying the central portion of tht 
elliptical area is an outcrop of Nipissing Diabase. The contact of the Nipissing 
Diabase with its enclosing rocks is completely masked by overburden, and therefore it 
is impossible to determine the attitude of the diabase* However from tht geophysical 
evidence it would appear that a domal structure may exist and that the exposed diabase 
actually indicates the top of the dome, with a sheet like conductor concordant with 
the dome occupying the upper contact of the diabase and its enclosing rooks* Con* 
versely, the diabase could represent a remnant of a basin area, and tht conductor 
would therefore fill an elliptical radiating fracture with rooks underlying tht 
diabase. In either case, an Important structure for silver mineralisation nay be 
indicated.
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It is recommended that several new claias be staked, north and vest of claims 

T-32382 and T-32383, for protection purposes. Following staking of these olaima, 
it would appear desirable to extend the ground Magnetic and electromagnetic surveys 
of the claim group to include the new ground. If the present interpretation remains 
valid on conclusion of these surveys, a drilling program is believed justified. 
Drill holes should be spotted exterior to the elliptical zone of interest, and drilled 
to cut the surface trace of the conducting horizon*

J. H. Ratoliffe

/de
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